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DISPATCH 
  PATROLS FROM
SECURITHOR 
SECURITHOR now offers new features to locate and dispatch patrols. The 
Central Station Operators can locate patrols from their workstations. They 
can also send mission orders and review Patrolmen intervention reports 
and pictures. All this easily directly from a SECURITHOR session.

The Mission Control B   diordnA eht htiw delpuoc si ROHTIRUCES ni drao
MCB app. MCB app installs on the Patrolmen Android phones or tablets and 
provides interaction with the Central and other Patrols including mapping 
and directions. Patrolmen can write reports and send pictures that are 
tagged to the alarm event in SECURITHOR. 

Locating patrols and guards
Each patrolman with Android device using the MCB app can be located 
by the Central Station. Operators see all patrols on a map centered on the 
location of the protected site. Operators can easily find who is available 
and closest to the intervention site. 

Know who is available at a glance
Each patrolman can change his status directly 
from the MCB app. They go automatically from 
‘available’ to ‘In mission’ when accepting a mission. They can also select 
pause, unavailable directly from the app. SECURITHOR’s operators see the 
status while they look at the Patrol location map. 

Managing Patrols
Operators can view vehicules/patrolmen match and are able to know not 
only the location but the distance of Patrols from the intervention site. 
They select which Patrolmen get a mission. 

Location of the intervention site is passed from the Securithor account as 
well as contact infos. SECURITOR will send the geolocation tagged with 
MCDI’s APS Panic Signals so Patrolmen can reach a subscriber in distress .

Easy to use app for Patrolmen.
The MCB app is really easy to use. Patrolmen will not require extensive 
traing. Simple icons guide them through the process.

Receiving mission and intervention infos
Patrolmen receive a new message notification via a push notification on 
their Android phone. They are alerted even if the phone is in standby/sleep 
mode.

Knowing what’s happening is easy. The mission icon tells the Patrolman he 
is getting mission orders. Alarm signal info and the mission orders from the 
Central dispatch are transferred to the Patrolman.

In app panic button 
Patrolmen have a safety feature built-in the MCB app. The app doubles as 
a Panic Button. They can trigger from the app big red button or by pressing 

the power button repeatedly when phone is in sleep mode. Panic signal 
and their last known location will be sent to the Central dispatch for ac-
tion. Geolocation is updated each 30s until Panic signal is countermanded. 

Getting direction to intervention site
Patrolmen can get directions to the intervention site simply by pressing 
a button 

Viewing position of other patrols and directions
Patrolman can view the location of other patrols directly from the MCB app. 
Names and distance from site are available in a glance.

Sending report and picture to base
Patrolman can write a report in the app, take a picture and send all back 
to the Central dispatch. 

Both report and pictures are tagged to the Alarm Signal in the Alarm his-
tory in same manner as an operator comment.  Any further comment 
added is appended to the original alarm signal.

Listing cars and patrolmen
A Patrolman who logs in not only show is status but sets 
the car he is using. The listing or patromen per car is 
updated instantaneously at the Central Dispatch.

Not only for Patrols
MCB is not restricted to Patrols. Any organization sporting interven-

tion staff can benefit from MCB. 

Maintenance and Installer teams: You can use the features of MCB to track your installa-
tion and repair team and send them service orders. Securithor handles many alarm signals 
for maintenance such as low battery. Use MCB to dispatch your maintenance team. Their 
reports are logged with the alarm events in Securithor.

Elderly assistance If you are doing PERS Monitoring, you can send staff to subscriber sites 
for PERS Monitoring. 

Visiting Nurses: provide them with Android phone and app. You can dispatch site info and 
send mission details to visiting nurses. They also get a panic button with the app. 

Requirements
ST1 10 devices: See Securithor Single Station requirements.

STS 11-50 devices: See Securithor Network Edition requirements
Over 50 devices: consult MCDI. 

Securithor’s requirements available on securithor.com
Internet connection, Central Station side: Must reserve 10KB/s bandwidth per 20 connected devices for best 

operating conditions.
Handheld Devices: Android >4.4. with GPS capacity and internet access. Customized Android OS not supported.

Packages
Available for SECURITHOR V2.0.8 and Up. 
Initial installation for 10 devices. 
Supplemental package for up to 100 devices. 
Number of devices is the number of Android devices (tablet or phones) simultaneously connected) The number of registered 

users can be greated than number of devices.  

Languages
Securithor software and MCB app are available in English, Français, German, Greek, Espanol, Português, Romanian, Russian and 
Turkish. It is possible to add new languages in Securithor.
Custom personalization of MCB app possible. Contact MCDI for more details.

All specifications are preliminary. *Some features carry additional charges or purchase or third part software. Some feature may not apply to all phones or tablets.
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